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ABSTRACT.

This project addresses how to,create an online. ,
syllabus that Is accessible to students and parents;, that

empowers students to take responsibility for their own

learning while enhancing school/home communication;, and
serves as a graphic representation of what students have
accomplished.

Web quests are used as the principle means of

instructional delivery to engage middle school students In

problem-based projects that address real life situations
using rigorous and relevant curricula.
Elements of an online syllabus and the content of the

course It supports are examined. The role;, an online
syllabus plays In fulfilling the, goals of
techno-constructlvlsm;. the move from a top down/ broadcast
model to a decentralized^ constructivism model.of

Instructional delivery Is addressed.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

This project addresses how to create an online
syllabus that is accessible to students and parents;, that
empowers students to take responsibility for their own

learning while enhancing school/home communication, and
serves as a graphic representation of what students have
accomplished. It promotes ownership for students.by being
a graphic representation of what the students, have
accomplished over the period of the course..
While an online syllabus has much.in common with a

traditional syllabus found in most any course, it differs
in a very important way. It is interactive. Its web-based
structure allows it to be open-ended and multi-layered. It
is accessible in a way a traditional syllabus cannot be.

While its very existence on the Internet qualifies it as
web site, its interactivity and multi-layerness have

shaped it^ into a special kind of web site termed a web

quest. For the purpose of this study, an online syllabus
is defined as. a web quest that uses other web quests as a

vehicle of instructional delivery. Because of the j^bint
structure of an online syllabus of being and using web

quests, it is necessary at this juncture to present what a
web quest actually is.

'

Web Quest

A web quest presents information, in an interactive
format, providing students the opportunity to control

large parts of their learning. In this environment, the
student is able to navigate through the site by both

accessing information about' the course and engaging in the
solving of authentic problems, as well as, linking with
other related sites that support learning.
There are two different kinds of web. quests, short

term and long term. The instructional goal of a short-term

web quest is to facilitate knowledge acquisition and
integration. At the end of a short-term web quest, a
learner will have grappled with a. significant amount of
new information and made sense of it. Short-term web

quests are usually completed in less than a week. The
short-term web quest is the principle vehicle of

instructional delivery of the day-to-day assignments of

the course the online syllabus supports.
The instructional goal of a long-term web quest is to

extend and . refine knowledge. After completing a

longer-term web quest, a learner would have analyzed a

body of knowledge deeply^ changed it in, some way^. and
demonstrated an understanding of the materiai by creating

something that others can respond to^ on-iine or off-. A

long-term web quest wiii typicaiiy take between one week
and a month in a classroom setting. The long-termed web

quest is the medium, that, structures the course at the
meta-content level. ...

■When an online syllabus is viewed as a special kind
of web quests it becomes an exciting prospect for
education having huge potential for future educational

environments but is, on the whole, largely underdeveloped
and untested. Its use in this venue has been very

productive, and it is the purpose of this thesis is to
document its design and implementation.

Background

Since the onset of the Internet and its hybrid, the
World Wide Web

(WWW) , educators have recognized its

potential to engage students in constructive learning.
When.students go online, they enter a world of learning
where they can find information about seemingly any
subject, interconnected around the world, there are
literally millions of web pages representing the entire
array of human endeavors. It is a vast resource of

information that doubles every year (Taspcott, 1997). The
shear volume of the Internet, often makes the process of

understanding, evaluating and using it, seem overwhelming.
Not all sources in this vast and diverse media are equal
in reliability and quality.
Millions of web sites are created in both academic

and commercial environments every year. In this expanding
environment, it is the challenge for every educator to
hone this vast resource to support existing curriculum.

Few studies have examined the effectiveness of using web
sites in teaching. The design of web sites has developed,
in the last ten years, from simple linear presentations to

interactive multi/hypermedia sources of information.
We are faced with the challenge of teaching our

students the strategy of making sense of it and finding
their way around it. But very often, it is just the
opposite of this that plays out in the classroom. Our
students, having grown up digitally,, are comfortable in .
this media, and find themselves in the reversed role of

teaching:their teachers how to use the Internet. This is

less than an ideal pedagogy.

Need for an Online Syllabus
Can we design instructional materials that take,

advantage of this technology and prepare and engage

students to succeed in skills of technology literacy>
technical reading and writing? Can these materials help
educators shift their role as depositors of information to,
facilitators?

With the growth of families that have computers
connected to the Internet at home^. and community centers

that provide access after school;, students have increased
opportunities to access an online syllabus than ever
before. The need to give students access to the
information of the classroom and school is growing;,

especially, when most of the rest of the environment a
student lives in is going online. School should not be the
last institution to recognize and address the needs of
students to use the Internet to support their education.
Students should have the opportunity to communicate
with the teacher and other students via synchronous and

asynchronous media and access information from the class
even when school is not in session. Students should use

the media they will be expected to use when they enter the
workplace.

Students should have access tc media that helps them
move from a linear presentation of information to the

learning environment of hypermedia learning. Classrooms
should help students shift from the textbook format of

reading from beginning,to end^ to one of hyperiinked;.
multi-layered information that can be followed;

non-iineariy^ on an "'as need"" basis.
Students

need to have

access to the structure

schedule of the course on their termS;-

and

where the focus of

the course moves from teacher-centered to

learner-centered. This shift is paramount to building a
community of lifelong learners.
Students need instructional materials that help them

take charge of their own learning moving from the

perception that learning only takes place at school.
Students need materials that build lifelong learners.
Students and teachers^ need instructionai materials

that will help them shift from instruction to construction
and discovery, from places to teach to places to learn,
where the techno-constructivist attempts to facilitate

learning partnerships and learning cultures. These kinds,
of materials foster an environment where teachers and

students become learning partners.

Teachers need instructional materials that provide an

opportunity to post support materials that allow the
student to access and address content from a variety of

approaches.on their own^ anywhere and at'any time. These
materials should help the teacher move toward the

techno-constructivist's goal of shifting from a
transmitter of information to a facilitator.

Parents shouid have the opportunity to see what their

children are doing daily and have the ability to
communicate with the teacher even when school is not in
session. A broader access to their child's education

becomes an inclusive act on the part of the teacher.

We aii need instructional materials that help us move
from the industrial economy's focus on mass education to
the information economy of customized learning. This is a
shift from the concept that one size fits ail. We need
instructional materials that promote a shift from learning

as redundant and repetitious to one as an experience that

is enjoyable. We need a curriculum delivery that is

aiigned more closely to the multimedia that students are
likely to encounter outside of school.

An online syllabus goes a long way in fulfilling
these instructional needs. It can be a powerful support to

any teacher's practice by making the course' content, more

accessible to the students and families, colleagues, and
administrators by placing it on the Internet.

Goal of the Project

The goal of this MA project is to produce'an online

syllabus for a computer elective course, for grades sixth
- eighth, that will serve as a model for other teachers to
use and will facilitate a shift in pedagogy from broadcast
to techno-constructivism.

This Online syllabus will serve to facilitate the
following goals:

1.

Develop real world technical skills in a
content, skill-linked setting.

2.

Provide consistent and constant feedback by

increasing communication opportunities.
3,.

Facilitate students in developing process
skills, technical reading and writing, and

computer literacy that form the basis of
life-long learning. ,
4.

Enhance understanding of schoolwork through
visual reinforcement.

5.

Heighten motivation to succeed because work may

be published to a broad audience.

6.

Take up little physical space and is easily .
accessed. One can easily add .soundy pictures^ ,
graphics^- and video.

7.

Give students access to , accurate information in
context.

8.

Serve as a vehicle to help empower student

learning ,by giving them access to the content ofthe course any time^ anywhere.

Project Overview

The online syllabus^ developed In this project, was

really three concepts with one intention. It should be
viewed as a traditional syllabus, a web site and web

quest. As a traditional syllabus, it serves as concept map
of the .'course guiding the student through the content. As
a web site, it presents this concept map on the Internet

as a hypermedia, document with all the associated
interactive, multi-layered, non-lineal, open access
elements .that HTML, Java and a decentralized network can

provide. As a web quest, it presents both the meta-content
and the lessons of the content in an engaging and

problem-based, student-centered manner.
The intent of an online syllabus is to make learning

more visible and supportive by providing a medium for the

teacher to post instructional materials online that
supplement and illuminate the in-class content. It is
meant to facilitate communication between teachers and

students, administration and the community at large by

linking course content to electronic communication. This

communication is intended to be dynamic in that it can be
changed and updated from anywhere in the world via the
Internet. It is.expected to model how technology is used
in the world outside of school by presenting content in a

media that is comparable to how it is done in business and
entertainment. Most importantly, it is intended to engage

students by giving them a boarder audience to display
their work. It is expected to build a community of
learners.

Appendix A contains copies of some of the main pages,
of the online syllabus created for this project. This
site. Virtual Teacher, can be viewed in its entirety at

http://virtual-teacher.com. This site was created,
designed and programmed by the author of this thesis. It
was first written, in 1999, using raw HTML in Notepad.

Later, as the site grew in size and faster updating was
needed, Microsoft FrontPage 97 was adopted as an HTML an

editor. Presently, FrontPage 2000 is used. Originally, a

PC platform was used but today an Apple G-4 PowerBook is
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used because of the need for more compatibility to the
school network.

There are over 1100 files that make up.this site. It

is impractical to make hard copies of every web page
included in the on-line syllabus. Every effort has been

made to include a,representative sample. In hard-copy
form, of the site. However, to review the site with its

backgrounds, font colors, animations, and active

hyperlinks, it is recommended that the CD or online site
be

accessed.

The online syllabus and the computerquest content was

delivered in a. computer lab that had 34, 5600, Macintosh,
Power PC's (220). Each workstation consisted of a Power

PC, keyboard and mouse. All computers were connected to
the Internet with T-1 and networked with Apple Talk using
Ethernet base 10/100. Each student had a secure file to

save work to and was expected to save to disk (3.5'^

floppy) as well.

Adjacent to the lab was a video broadcast studio

complete with editing equipment, originators, and audio
mixing equipment

The lab and studio had two G-3s and five

I-Macs. The teacher used a G-3 to monitor the lab. A G-3

and three I-Macs were used for digital editing. The lab

also had a Proxima 5000 projector that could display video
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or computer screens on a big screen. A WeatherLink,
weather Station

was connected to the network. There

were

30 sets of three Lego™ packages for lab use: Technic I™,
Technic II™ and Control Lab™.

All the workstations shared the following software:

OS 8.2 operating system, Netscape Communicator,
HyperStudio, PowerPoint, Word, Excel, MicroWorlds,

AppleWorks, Avid Cinema, I-Movie, Quick Time, Real Player,
Shock Wave, Lego, Mavis Beacon and Adobe PhotoShop.

The lab was in operation for six, 50-minute periods a

day. Five periods were regular computer elective classes
that this syllabus represents. The first period of the day
was devoted to student and teacher training.

Chapter two will address the literature related to

supporting curriculum online. It will investigate the
relationship techno-constructivism has to the basic
foundations of educational philosophy. It will discuss how
multimedia is used to construct web sites and how an

online syllabus is a particular kind. It will further

investigate the web quest and how an online syllabus is a
particular.one.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW

OF THE

LITERATURE

Introduction

Often in education, multimedia and the use of the

Internet have been misunderstood. It has been seen by many
as a means of information retrieval only. In this setting,

students use this powerful tool to retrieve information
from software encyclopedias or web sites. This is

certainly a use for the technology but it does not take
advantage of its real power.

The Role of Multimedia

Multimedia is the driving force of this new web based
instruction. It is the tool used to construct these web

quests. It is, also, important to discuss the role of
multimedia in education.. Multimedia technology has grown
from the relatively simple programs of the eighties,

consisting of simple elements of sound combined with

moving pictures, to the sophisticated authoring programs
of today. These new programs make use of advanced
features, such as animation, video clips, movies,

panoramic views and direct connections to the Internet.
Today, multimedia technology is everywhere. It is embedded
in most of the computer based instructional materials we
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use^ as well/ as functioning as .stand alone, powerful
authoring programs.

Schools are beginning'to embrace this technology in
several ways. One popular use of multimedia.is utilizing
its powerful authoring. software to create presentations

.

and web sites such as. an online syllabus. Using a variety
of software products,, students and teachers can turn a

text-based report into a computer-based exhibition
complete with animation, video, and voice-over to produce

a ''Hoiiywood^^ like production. These can then be posted on
the Internet. Students in schools around the world are

producing amazing presentations using this technoiogy, , , .
with and sometimes in spite of their teachers. .
On the one hand, multimedia appears to fit ,well•into
the learning styles of young learners. Many claim that

children are naturally "'multimedia'^ thinkers (Taspcott,'
1997).. As we grow older, we , tend to forget how. important,
multimedia elements were to. the way we learned,, even

before they.were termed. such. Further,.many scholars and,
teachers alike .■feel that incorporating multimedia into the

classroom is giving students the tools they will need to
enter

the

workforce

of

the

future.

But many would argue that in spite of all this

hoopla, multimedia is not the savior of education. It is
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just a tool among many at the disposal of teachers. In
fact, its use may well be harmful to our students'

learning by focusing their attention overly on the

delivery vehicle rather than the content being presented
or learned. We may be dealing with yet another "form or
function" debate in education. Many veteran teachers would
argue that they have been teaching quite successfully to
this point without the need of web quests, multimedia or
online syllabi.

But if this technology continues to grow at its

present rate, multimedia will soon find a niche in every
educational setting. Before buying into this new

technology, it is necessary to weigh its benefits against
its shortcomings, and determine if it will benefit our

students and support our curriculum. An investigation into
the benefits versus the shortcomings, of the use of
multimedia in education, can be very productive in
examining the usefulness of an online syllabus since it is

created and presented in a multimedia form..

Benefits of Multimedia

Many, who work with children, see the parallels in
how children think and how multimedia is structured. "Kids

are naturally multimedia thinkers and they will not be
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denied^' (Young^ 1999^ p. 58). Multimedia is not new to
them. These children who.have grown up digitally construct
their.world with elements of sound and sight that are just
as important to them as words.

Taspcott (1997) suggests that these new generations
of children think and construct the world very differently

from children of previous generations. This new

generation^ the N-generation;. is the first to grow up with
the Net. Their world is very different from the previous

TV generation,. This new generation requires a level of
sound and visual representation that can only, be produced

digitallyo And more importantly, they require a high
degree of interactivity with,media. They, are not content
to sit back and be fed information. Their,world is not. the

top-down, broadcast structure of television. The teacher,
to them, is no longer the sage on the stage. To these
children, multimedia is a natural extension of how they
make sense of. the, world.

Young- , (1999) , contends, ^'... kids are natural
multimedia storytellers'^ (p. 58). If the multimedia

production tools are simple enough to use, these students
will incorporate images .and.sounds that do more than just

add to a story of words but are essential components to
it.
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Besides using multimedia because it matches the
learning styles of many of these net-generationers, there
is a practical reason to incorporate it into our practice.
It is the standard of communication for international
1
business.

'

We are all being effected by this new digital world.
The major difference between educators and itheir students
is that , the students have grown up with this new

technology. They do not remember decades wi'thout these
marvels. They do not see these technological innovations
as miracles. They take them for granted. Mdre so, they

expect these elements in their lives.
Multimedia has the potential to change our

curriculum. It has the potential to put learning events
into real-world context. Research in cognitive science

suggest that children's thinking is, by nature, social and
situated in the context of what is being learned

(Vygotsky, 1978). Multimedia has enormous potential to

place learning events into context for children.
Instructional designers of the future will follow a
trend of developing software and web sites that place what

children learn in real-life settings; math learned in a
virtual grocery store, gas pump, backyard gardening, etc.
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and these real-life settings will be linkecj closely to
prior experiences (Gagne, Briggs, & Wagner, 1992).
There are currently a number of on-line projects

taking advantage of this new technology. There is a trend,
in some sectors of education, toward project based,

on-line learning settings. In these projects, students
collaborate with researchers in on-going projects,, very
often in real time. Many of these projects (such as the

Camp Internet, Classroom Connect and WISE) follow teams of
scholars, adventures and researchers as they investigate

scientific questions. Several projects exist right now

that engage students in this kind of authentic research,
conducted by real scientists, in real time.
Multimedia will continue to effect the way we work,

communicate and learn. It can make complex issues visible
and accessible to students. When used to its fullest

potential, it puts learning into context. It is ideal when
applied to complex topics that require collaborative
problem solving as exemplified by web based on-line
projects.

This is the setting we are preparing students to
enter in the workplace. But most Importantly, the
multimedia world resembles very closely the world of
children. Children live in a multi-sensual environment. By
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giving children these multimedia tools and materials, we
match this environment.

The pedagogy, underpinning the organization of the
web quest, is problem-based learning which is described as
a strategy . for posing significant, contextualized, real
world situations, and providing resources, guidance, and

instruction to learners as they develop content knowledge
(

and problem-solving skills (Linn & Hsi, 1999).
Problem-based learning begins with identifying
essential skills and perhaps selecting key outcomes, and

then addressing these with students by capitalizing on
current, intriguing problems. Current research suggests

retrofitting existing curricular content into authentic

problems. It is critical that viable, engaging curriculum
be in place that this technology can support (Gagne, .
Briggs, & Wagner, 1992).

,

Lederman (1992) addresses models of cognitive

structures and memory that are associated transfer

problems and conceptual understanding. Transfer problems
are defined, in this article, as the solving of unfamiliar

problems using previously encountered concepts. The author
contends that ideas can be connected conceptually within

and across disciplines.
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Therefore, an online syllabus must be structured as

an online project. It must demonstrate to students how the
course, it describes, is relevant and in the context of

their prior learning. It must draw on what they know
already and engage them in meaningful problem-based

projects. It should be in a form and structure that
requires students to use technology to learn technology.

Shortcomings of Multimedia
Central to our practice as teachers is staying
current with the latest innovations in our field. Few

would argue that multimedia has entered our field, for
good or bad, with force. It is our challenge to separate

the hype from the facts. "Happily, we are past the point
at which people expect a computer, by itself, to jump
start any curriculum. But there is still much more faith
than fact driving the push to technology-dependent
instruction. Currently, a major area of enthusiasm is
multimedia" (Rukeyser, 1999, p. 60).

Rukeyser (1999) feels that, in many areas, multimedia
has been beneficial. But in other areas, it may be

harmful. It may focus students' and teachers' attention on
the vehicle of delivery rather than the content being
learned.
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Many educators believe that multimedia will be the
communication of the future, especially in business. Our

students will need these skills to enter the workplace of
the next century. We certainly have seen a shift in the

way information is presented in sales and educational
presentations and corporate reports. But most of this new
media has focused more on persuasion than conveying
information. In fact, the jury is still out on how much
multimedia will be used in conveying routine information
in business, education and industry.

The routine information of the private sector is what
drives it, and much of it, may still be conveyed by
text-based applications. The PowerPoint presentation, so
often seen in business and educational conferences, has

evolved from innovative to boring in a short period of
time. Rukeyser (1999) points out that "(it) is not because
people are producing duller presentations, it is because
expectations have out-paced technology" (p. 60).

We can be sure of one thing; production techniques of
the future will not be the same as today. They may not
even

be linear descendants of the software-hardware

combinations in use presently. We may be fooling ourselves

into believing that the mastery of present day computer
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technology will prepare students for the technology of the
twenty-first century..

Business leaders have been clear, on one thing. The
skills and attributes that children will need in the

future will be more general^ , in nature, than specific

technological skills: ability to communicate (orally and
in writing), good observational skills, mental
flexibility, understanding the nature and value of work,

and suiting up and showing up to work! Many would add
basic skills.of mathematical computing to this list. It is

possible to teach these skills with or without a computer.
Educational psychologist Jane Heaiy has raised many
concerns about technology and multimedia. She has
researched and

written on the effects of both

on children.

Heaiy and Heaiy (1991) state their concern with the
over-reliance of computers in the classroom. They contend
this over-reliance leads to shorter attention spans in
children.

In her most recent work, Heaiy (1998) discusses the

dangers to pedagogy resulting from blind faith in
technology. However, she does single out multimedia

authoring as having some benefits to our practice.
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Foundations in Educational

, ■Theory

This problem-based model is supported by traditional
educational theory. Pragmatism (Dewey, 1907) is a central

underpinning to the design Of an online syllabus,
supported by critical theory (Freire, 1971) , progressivism
(Counts, 1939) , and social reconstruGtionism (Giroux &
Mclaren, 1989) . These orientations are natural extensions

of pragmatism. Each evolves out of the other, moving from
concerns with the learning and development of the

individual to the development and change of society as a
whole. ■

.

, ■

All four perspectives share common concepts and

goals. They differ, however, in- degree, plasticity, and
emphasis. The common goal is to empower students to be . in
charge of their own learning, to think critically and
apply knowledge to new situations, to suspect authority by
questioning it, and strive to. improve the nature of things
in the world. The. differences are many.. The
interrelat.edness of these orientations stands together but

not alone. They share similarities and common ground.
All these orientations hold that the environment is

constantly changing and that learning is an interaction
between the learner and the environment. Moreover,
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knowledge and values cannot be static because their
context constantly changes. Knowledge and values change to
accommodate this changing universe.

Central to survival is change. It is critical that
teachers impart problem-solving skills to their students.

From these skills, constructive change can occur. The key
to problem solving is using a method of inquiry and
analysis (Dewey, 1907). As discussed in the pervious

section, web quests and online problem-based projects are
well suited to imparting the skills required in problem
solving.

Knowledge is best gained through interdisciplinary
study that serves three functions: 1) It attempts to make

sense of the cultural heritage by simplifying its premise.
2) It purifies it. 3) It places it into perspective. This
pursuit of knowledge should be available to everyone and
need not lower educational standards. Knowledge is

open-ended and indeterminate, and requires risk to acquire
it (Counts, 1939).

.

The key principles of how a child pursues knowledge

are as follows: 1) The child should develop naturally. 2)
Schooling should engage the child's interests. This

interest should be stimulated by experience. 3) The
teacher facilitates learning, serving as a guide and
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resource. 4) There should be close cooperation between the
home and the school. Knowledge of the students'' culture;^

language

and community is important. 5) The school is a

place of pedagogical experimentation. , Teachers should be
constantly analyzing their,practice (Dewey^ 1907). Web
quests fit well into this model as a vehicle of analysis.
Schools should not house authoritarian teachers that

manipulate students physically or psychologically.
Curriculum should be flexible and not book ,based. Content

should be taught in the context of the social reality,
which the student is grounded , (Vygotsky^ 1978). It should
consist of hands-on activities, that emphasize problem

solving and web-based projects^ , fieldtrips and other forms
of expression'. ;

,

.

The learning theory of constructivism as defined by
Vygotsky (1978) is central,to both pragmatism and
progressivism. This project assumes a social,
constructivism^ in the Vygotskian perspective..Vygotsky

(1978) contended learning was social in nature^ a result,
of a transaction between the learner and the environment.

Learning is essentiaiiy a creation of meaning from an
active' construction of the concepts of reality. It is

shaped by prior knowledge'but this prior knowledge.^ is
continually being reconstructed by the .learner. Learners
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construct new knowledge by interacting in social

situations. Constructivism is suited well for inquiry in
ail content areas but is used in the science and .

technology to;great effect. For the purposes of this

project and when used in this context^ constuctivisra is
referred

to as techno-contructivism.

Techno-Constructivism: A

■

New Teaching Model

There are several, important hallmarks of this
exciting type of learning:

1.

Access to primary sources. When studying bugsy
students look at real bugs. When talking about
bones^

kids hold and touch actual bones.

Technology can be an important way to access
primary sources. Students use their Internet

connection to see pictures from the Holocaust,

explore paintings' in the Louvre, take virtual
field trips, or to see photographs in the
American Memory Collection at the Library of
Congress. Email is a vital link to subject
matter experts.

2.

Technology is in the hands of students.

Educators need to be able to use and support
technology,, but its ultimate role in the
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classroom is to enhance student learning .(Schon;.
1987). Students can learn.,to decide when

.technology, is appropriate to answer their

y

questions;,or to communicate with others.
Computers are tools like the other classroom,

tools- video players^ CD-ROMS/ laser discs^:.
books, andmanipuiatives.
3.,

Teachers control curriculum and assessment, but

students control learning. In a ,
.Techno^-Constructivist's classroom, students

participate in making decisions about what they
will learn and how. they will iearn it. For
example, when studying mammals, students are
allowed to select which animal they want to

explore,in depth. The class works together to
set rubrics for the projects, they will create
and students make choices about how to present
their results to the rest ,of the class and the

teacher. Within appropriate boundaries, students
■ have control over their learning and the,
processes they use to develop outcomes. .
Theorists like (Counts, 1939; Freire, 1971; Giroux &

McLaren, 1989), generally agree that it is critical to ■

begin with the end in mind. Just as assessment shapes the
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learning process^ so our vision of technology, in the
classroom guides our thinking about teaching with .

computers. The Internet and technology in the classroom is
more than interactive web pages or.creative PowerPoint

presentations. Rather, technology is an invitation to
innovation in learning. Schools have invested too much

money into.computers to .limit, their influence into
becoming the next great visual aid. Let us consider the
possibility that technology can reshape the way we teach,
and in so doing, foster a more authentic learning

community for our students and encourage reflective
teachers

Friere (1970) believes we must look beyond our own
classrooms to the overview of how education is structured

nation wide. What is the agenda of our educational system?

While pragmatism and progressivism address the student and
how the student learns (Counts, 1939), critical theory
questions what the student learns. Critical theory helps

us define our purpose as teachers. Critical theory views,
schools as instruments to keep the people in power, in
power. , ,

Schools impose the beliefs, knowledge, and values of

the people in power,on those lacking it. Teachers often
become unwitting agents of this hidden curriculum that

serves to keep the disposed out of power. This curriculum
reinforces corporate values and implies that we reside in

a society where the conditions, are as they should be
(Freire, 1971).

■

Critical theory (.Gifoux & McLaren, 1989). adjures

teachers to question the system of which they are agents.
Who controls schools? Who determines the social, ethical,

and economic goals of.education? Who,designs and defines
the curriculum? What fs the motivation behind our system
of education?

Freire (1971) contends it is our responsibility to go
beyond simply analyzing and questioning the system in
which we teach and develop our own reform agenda that will
empower those who lack control over their lives. By
imparting knowledge, especially literacy, we rise the

:

consciDusness of the oppressed and disenfranchised and

give them a means to take control of their own learning
and subsequent lives. We give our students access to

information

Literacy is the key and technology is the

door to global information.
This questioning of existing policy has placed many
teachers in the heart of school, district, state and

national politics because teaching and education are
political by nature. This is especially true in the areas
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of bilingual education and technology (Freire, 1971). The
ultimate goal of a teacher is to improve the world.
Education should empower our students to direct reform. We

should help students integrate new technology and ideas

into the parts of our society that empower and rise the
consciousness of people.

Czerniak and Lumpe (1996) contend that the reform in
science education that has been advocated by Project 2061,
National Science Education Standards, and America 2000

have all ignored the role the classroom teacher plays in
insuring success of these programs. In a review of the
research, they summarize that research needs to address
the relationship between teacher: beliefs and science
education reform. Of these beliefs, the authors contend

self-efficacy may relate to a teacher's willingness to
enact reform recommendations. They conclude that teachers'
beliefs about the necessity of reforms were a strong

predictor of their implementation. AS supported in their
review of the literature, beliefs influence actions. They

were particularly alarmed that 81% of the teachers found
constuctivist strategies unnecessary and 74% reported

using these strategies less than once a week or never.
We live in the time of the information age, the
information revolution. There is a huge gap between ideas
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of the industrial age and this new information age. Counts
(1939) argued that teachers must lead students in a
searching inquiry of their values. Giroux and McLaren
(1989) contend that we must look at our, culture in the

context of global interdependence. Dewey (1907) viewed
knowledge as an instrument of change in this context and
our schools must serve as "think tanks" for social
reconstruction.

Streitberger (1994) has developed a seven-part action

research project that focuses on technology and society.
In this procedure, the student presents the pro and cons
of an issue, does a background literature search of the

issue, addresses other points of view, conducts research,

interviews "experts," takes a stand after summarizing the
findings, and recommends further study on the issue. The

literature addresses some aspects of this learning
environment, and its impact on teaching, but there is
little that focuses on its actual implementation.
Lederman (1992) contends, that while there are

conflicting findings, effective teachers' practice are;

typified by the following:
1.

Students active participation, in problem
solving,. inquiry type questioning.
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2.

Frequent interaction, between teachers and
students.

3.

Little use of independent seatwork.

4.

Infrequent reliance on rote memory/recall
practices.

Furthermore, effective teachers supported and

encouraged risk,taking to solve analytical problems.
Lederman concludes that teachers competency in his/her
subject matter is not enough to guarantee student success.
At the University of California, Berkeley, Linn and
Hsi (1999) have developed a promising learning environment
termed the Knowledge Integration Environment (KIE). They

suggest that science courses can be developed in a way to

promote lifelong learning. They accomplish this by

constructing science models that relate to everyday life
problems. They engage students in relevant science
projects where they can connect to typical science
resources found on the Internet. The instructional

framework termed Scaffold Knowledge Integration (SKI)

guides the design of the Knowledge Integration
Environment. This research is very important' because it is

some.of the only work that attempts to quantify the
effects and results of using the Internet in teaching,.
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Linn (1995) reported that the KIE combines network .

resources and software with sound pedagogical principles^
to improve learning. In this investigation;- students work
collaboratively to.answer scientific questions. With the
KIE;-

students use evidence from the ,Internet and tools

such

as an . electronic notebook and on-line discussion

tools to make collaborative decisions. They contend that

KIE networking tools allow students to use. scientific
evidence in activities that foster knowledge integration.

Two private companies (Classroom Connect and Camp
Internet) have' developed some very engaging and
interactive web quests. The participants can engage in
authentic research, even changing the course of the

investigation by voting (Appendix A).
Classrooms around the world can subscribe to these,

web quests giving access to the web site and its
adventures. Students and teachers are provided with
materials and resources that support a thematic unit.
Classrooms follow teams of adventures and scientists

who

are linked together, and to each other, via satellite.

They access updates from the team in real time reports;
articles posted on the web site or electronic bulletin
boards. Students cooperatively work with other students
around the world via email and chat rooms. This is new and
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exciting technology^ that will soon be enhanced with
real-time audio and video capabilities, where students

will actually be able to hear and see each other during
these on-line conferences. In short, the Internet is a

powerful tool that facilitates the learning process.
Further, a classroom need not be connected to the
Internet to have

access to Internet resources. Software

makes it possible to download single web pages, groups of

web pages, or entire web sites, . including text, graphics,
movies, animations, and links to other web sites. For

example, a teacher can store these ''whacked^' web pages on
the computer''s desktop. The "'whacked^' web pages can be
placed into files and transported between computers. ' If a.
school only has one connection to the Internet, a teacher
can save web resources from the connected computer to- a
diskette. The diskette can then be inserted into the

classroom computer for students to access the downloaded
WWW

resources.

This is a technology that is in the reach of many
classroom teachers. With a limited amount of training,

teachers can perform the procedures just described or even

program their own web sites to support their curriculum, '
tailoring them to their students needs. This is indeed an
exciting potential.
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Chapter three will discuss the instructional design
of the project, present preliminary findings of a web site
evaluation and recommend basic elements that one should
include.
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CHAPTER THREE

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

A central question to this discussion is "what
constitutes a good web site"? This is important because
first and foremost, an online syllabus is a web site. If a

teacher has a strong curriculum and wishes to integrate
interactive web sites into it and post it, in syllabus
,

'.

■

-A.

,

,;

form online, what criterion should be used to identify and

evaluate its components? This is an important question to
answer, if we wish to design web sites that support our

practice to greatest effect. If the power of the Internet
is in its ability to engage and motivate students, then it
is important to design web sites that take full advantage
of this. Any analysis of web sites must be addressed from
the prospective of both teachers and students.

Analysis
Because of the dearth,literature examining the use of

web sites in the teaching, some preliminary research was
conducted to. examine how students and teachers rank ten

different web sites. Discovering if there is a difference
between how teachers and students rank the same web sites

was thought to be important considering most web sites, in
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education,.are designed by adults for: the consumption of
students.

'

The scope of this preliminary study was limited to

the two groups' (teachers and students) over-all rating
and ranking of ten web sites (Figure 1).

Figure 1.

' >

URL's Used in the Questionnaire

A. Virtual Teacher: http://virtual-teacher.com

B. NASA Quest: http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/
C. Exploratorium:

http://www.exploratorium.edu/exhibits/index.html
D. Weather Project:

http://projects.edtech.sandi.net/langacad/weather/wea
therproject.htm

Lego: http://lego.com
F. Compass:

http://www.uio.no/~kjetikj/compass/lessonl.html
G. Geography: http://www.geography.com.sg/
H. Free Zone: http://freezone.com/

I. Homework Helper: http://www.bjpinchbeck.com/

J. Camp Internet: http://www.rain.org/campinternet/

The mean score for each group's rating of a

particular web site was used to rank each web site. The
two groups' evaluations (teachers and students) of ten web
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sites were collected using a questionnaire designed by the

author (Appendix C). Many students and teachers helped In
the construction of this questionnaire by suggesting
characteristics they felt Important to Include. Students
and teachers at Truman Middle. School were consulted on
what elements should be Included In a web site.

Every attempt was made to make the process as easy as

possible for the respondent by posting the questionnaire
as a web site, then Including Its URL In an Initial query.

In this way, a respondent just clicked a hot link to the
web site with the questionnaire, selected the URL to be

evaluated, answered the questionnaire while reviewing the
URL, and then just clicked "send."

The mean score was computed for each groups'
selections for each of the 10 web sites evaluated. The

mean scores were then ranked from one to ten (one being

the best and ten being the worst). There were 16 possible

"yes" responses on the questionnaire. Sixteen "yes"

responses constituted an excellent web site and zero
constituted a poor web site. The Items on the

questionnaire were weighted equally.
The ten web sites were selected on the recommendation

of educators who were the author's colleagues. Teachers .

and students evaluated them by using the questionnaire.
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The goal was to rate over-all the merit of a web site by
isolating sixteen characteristics that were thought to
make up a good and engaging web site.

Preliminary Findings
Teachers and students ranked the web sites

differently. Figure 2 illustrates these differences.

Figure 2.

Ranking Based on Mean Scores, (Evaluation)
Teacher

URL

Student

A

1

3

B

2

5

C

3.5

1.5

D

3.5

4

E

5

1.5 .

F

6

6

G

8

H

8

7

8

10

, 10

9

I

J

.

.

8

Caution should be exercised in generalizing these

results. This pilot study runs the risk of being
unrepresentative, and skewed. With that said, it seems
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students and teachers evaluated and ranked web sites

differently. This is very important to anyone committed to
designing and integrating these into teaching.

Elements of an Online Syllabus

Based on open-end discussions with the students and
teachers that completed the web site evaluation (figure
2) f

several elements were isolated that were thought to be

characteristic of a good online syllabus. It should be.

expansive^ yet. manageable

be accessible^ yet powerful;,

and be continuaiiy evolving^ enhance student learning.;, not
encumber it.

1.

It must be easily accessible but secure and

should run on any platform that has access,to
the Internet. An alternative policy for students
without direct access to the Internet must be

stated.

2.

it should have a, clear and legible design that ,
is easily navigated and understood. It should be
intuitive and ^'kid^' • friendly by nature. It

should have plenty of illustrations and
photographs that promote student.ownership of
the course..
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3.

It must be clearly organized and clarify the
following areas, a) It should have a course
description that outlines the goals and
objectives of the course, b) It should set
standards for attendance and grading, c) It

should clearly state standards of behavior and
positive and negative consequences, d) It should
include a schedule and an outline of types of
assessments included in the course, e) A

schedule of the course with each week clearly

described, f) Have descriptions and rubrics of

required projects with examples of student work

showcased to serve as examples of acceptable
work.

4.

Have hyperlinks that clearly illustrate.content
and include an annotated list of resources and

links that support the course.
5.

Have a communication center that includes

electronic discussion media that supports

asynchronous and synchronous communication,
between students and instructor, which includes

email, class list-serve, chat, and threaded
discussion board.
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6.

Have a homework center that is accessible . to

students and families 24 hours a day^ .seven days
a

7.

week.

Have extra projects for students to do when
school iS' not in session.

8.

Provide a means to access the instructor when

school is not in session. A clearly, stated.,

protocol of how this intera.ction is . to be .
conducted.

9.

.

List, important school and community contacts.

Elements of Course Content

The content of the course that this online syllabus
supports was part of the Fontana Unified School District.''s„

middle school elective program. Each school site had wide
latitude to develop and implement electives. At Truman

Middle School^ it was decided by the site administration
to make the. computer elective a single course that lasted
three trimesters. Students would have the same elective

for the entire academic year. The author was charged with

designing and implementing that program.
The goal was to design a course of study that engaged,
students while building their computer literacy skills. It
was important that the course supported the rest of the
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standards-based curriculum at .the school by ^transpare^n^^
infusihg computer technoldgy: into: all disciplines taUght;

.at ihe school. This was a big o.rder. Skills that were:'at .
the foundation of the other disciplines, were identified, y

The ability to technicalTy read arid write and criticaily ,
think were the skills emphasized and taught, throughout the
year in the Corirse. ■

. Out, of .-this, an elective course, :,Compufer.Ques,t, was

born that, used web quests and: an on-line syllabus ,(a
.meta-quest) to. meet, these obj.ectives of building students

proficiency in teohriical reading and writing, and critical
thinking,. The main objective of the bourse was: to
structure a learning-environment where students became
computer literate. This.literacy encompassed,four main:

.areas,.
'
, h
,

,

it'

V

The use of -technology, as a tool to create

^

; h

with others

(applications arid electronic cntnmunication.
MavisjBeaoon, AppleWo.rks: word-processing,- ,
i : sp:r.eadsheet:s, and drawing:. Email, chat rooms,
:

. l.ist serves);

: . ■ - 2.. .

The -use : Of : techno.logi.es as a

to Conduct

■ ■research- arid retrieve ^information, (reference

4.3

resources^ newsgroups and the Internets
including search engines);
3.

" The use of technology as a tool to express

oneself (presentation and multimedia including
PowerPoint^ ClarisSlides ^ HyperStudiOsr

video

production and HTML web page construction);
4.

The use of.technology as a,tool.to interface

with our world (robotics and probes including

Lego™ with, logo language

GPS/GIS projects)

Figure 3, on the next page^ summarizes the discussion
of this section. It particularly illustrates the

relationship between the three main functions of an online
syllabus: communication^ learning approaches;- and course
content. For the purpose of this chart;- the term .^^online:

syllabus^' draws on the discussion in chapter one^ where it
is defined as web site. Hence, the course, ComputerQuest,

is supported by the. Internet,
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Figure ■ 'S,. :' I.

- :

Elements of an Online Syllabus

HTML
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Instructional Design Model

This project used the Dick and Carey Instructional

Design Model to develop the elements of the online
syllabus and course content (Dick & Carey, 1990). The Dick
and Carey Model is well suited to this project because of

its simplicity, its capacity to evaluate feedback and
revise instruction.

This model categorizes all stages of instructional

design into three functions: 1) the identification of
instructional outcomes, 2) the development of instruction,
3) and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the
instruction (Dick & Carey, 1990).

The Dick and Carey Design Model can be further broken

into, ten stages or activities that demonstrate the
development of an instructional project. Figure 4,
illustrates the relationship of these stages.
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Figure 4.

Dick and Carey ID Model
Dick and Carey Design Model

n

identify

'i

i

Instruct.

^oals

I

Copyright © Dick and Carey 1990

A discussion of the design of this project and how it
fits the Dick and Carey. Design Model will follow. It
should be noted that not all the categories of the model

apply to this.project.
Instructional Goal

The purpose of this project is to develop an online

syllabus and course that promotes technical literacy,

technical reading and writing while building a community
of learners that have access to it anywhere, any time..
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■ Instructional Analysis and-Performance Qbjectivas
1,.

Over tHe course-;of three: trrme.sters, students : , ,

used; the; ohlrne class syldabus during,. class to,
':

access information about:,.course eohtent:. f i

'a.: . Before:beg,inning . class work,, students

.

■ . . accessed the splash page of the syllabus
and navigated to the appropriate week to

gaihinstiuctions and support for
"assignments.
■b.

Students read content bef ore asking for

oral instructions from the ,inst;r,uct;0.ri;:,; ^ ^ V,:
c.

Students accurately followed. diiectidhs : a,s.:
provided in the syllabus.

d.

Students posted all- work.in the appropriate.

CGi:form or as a web site, according to
instructions provide in the syllabus.
e.

Students accessed the support information.:
proyi.ded in the syllabus.

2.

..

,v * .

Students ■ mastered the course content posted: in' .
the syllabus.

a.

:

'i-

i

Studehts were able to identify the basic

a computer and perform baMc .;
vi

computer lab routines.
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b.

Students were able to type a.minimum of 25
WPM using Mavis Beacon™ software.

c.

Students read and posted the CGI form on
Acceptable Use Policy and do the class
standards web quest.

d.

Students mastered the word processing,
database, and drawing skills, of
AppleWorks™.

e.

Students mastered the techniques of

constructing a web page using HTML and
Netscape Composer™.

f..

Students completed several long-term and
short-term web quests.

g.

Students mastered the following multimedia
presentation software: HyperStudio™,
ClarisSlides™, and PowerPoint™.

h.

Students mastered the video editing
software: Avid Cinema™ and I-Movie™ to

produce school documentaries. They
broadcasted a daily bulletin and streamed
video as webcasts.

i.

Students used basic Logo™ proigramming to

control various Lego™ models they have
constructed.
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j.

Students will be able to plot waypoints
with a GPS and plot them using GIS
software.

k.

'

Students ran a WeatherLink™ station and

post daily reports on the Internet.

Entry Behaviors and Learner Characteristics
The learners that participated in this project.were
seventh and eighth-grade middle school students that had
enrolled in the three-trimester, computer elective course

called ComputerQuest. Skills ranged from a complete lack
of keyboarding skills and computer literacy to advanced
Internet and programming skills. More competent peers were
teamed with less competent peers and the basic premise of

using online projects that required using technology to
learn technology be used throughout the course.
The class population reflected that of the school.

Seventy-eight percent of the students were Hispanic.
English was the. second language of sixty percent. Truman

Middle School,was a Title I school and ninety-two percent
of its student body received free lunches. The students,

in the course, read at the 30^^ percentile grade level, or
more of the SAT-9, Reading Comprehension section.
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Criterion-Referenced Test Items

The assessment of learner performance served to
determine the students' ability to use the online syllabus
to access the course content. Students were measured on

their daily performance. The criteria was how appropriate
was their use of the syllabus. Were they using it to
access the course content? Or did they need assistance in

finding information that was contained in it? Had they
successfully completed the web quests that measured
mastery of the content?
Instructional Strategy and Instructional Materials
and Environment

At the beginning of the course, in the" first few
weeks, scaffolding by the instructor was imperative. The
instructor used small steps to lead the student through

the syllabus. A projector was helpful in making, navigation
visible to students. In this way, the instructor modeled

and demonstrated the organization, content, and features
of the syllabus.
Since the instructor and students posted content

weekly, students were able to watch the growth of content
and were able to relate it to the in-class presentations
and activities. The intention was to avoid making the

content overwhelming in the initial stages.
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The HTML format of the syllabus allowed it to contain

strong visual components that were personal and
interactive. The use of colorful backgrounds and in-class

photographs was intended to engage the students. The
interactivity of the syllabus was intended to provide
motivating activities.

It was extremely important to scaffold the student

early on. This was done my daily modeling of the

appropriate use of the syllabus and teaming students in
cooperative groups the contained more competent peers.
Organization of the syllabus had an index or splash

page that helped students navigate. It included a "Table
of Contents." The text and content was designed to be

clear and simple. Hyperlinks were designed to be easily
identifiable and accessed. Instructions and content were

supported by graphic illustrations whenever possible. Font
and font size were designed to be legible.
Formative Evaluation

This project was developed over the 1999-2000 and
2000-2001 academic years beginning.in August and

continuing to June. It was tested and refined in five
computer elective classes for seventh and eighth graders
at Harry S. Truman Middle School (Fontana Unified School;
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District) during the academic year beginning in August
2000 and ending in June 2001.

Students used the syllabus daily while attending the
computer elective class. Students were considered active

participants and their input were used to refine the
structure of the syllabus. The number of students that

have used the syllabus and given input about its elements
and course content it represents is over 700 students.
Also, several selected sixth grade classes were used to
test the syllabus throughout, the year.

The first evaluation occurred during the first
trimester of school in the, fall of ,1999. The syllabus had

been constructed during the summer break before the newly
design elective, ComputerQuest, had actually been taught.
Students were evaluated, based on their observed

performance and their product, on how well they could
navigate, through the syllabus, access the course content,
and how well they mastered course content. Based on
student feedback the syllabus was revised. Better
navigation guides were provided and more tutorials to the
content were added. The web pages were designed to load
faster and the font was made larger. Greater attention was

devoted to simplifying the vocabulary and streamlining the
amount of text. Quality over quantity was sought.
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Using the newly revised syllabus, the second
evaluation was done during the second trimester of the

same year. Students were observed again on the three
objectives mentioned - above using the same criteria.
Extensive changes were made to the content and structure
of the syllabus to make it more readable and easy to

navigate. Graphics were aligned more to illustrate text. A
"Table of Contents" was designed to anchor each week of

the course as a separate web page. More links were

provided to support content and several online tests were
developed to measure content benchmarks.
The third evaluation occurred during the third

trimester of that year. Again the,same criteria and

objectives were used. While the structure of the syllabus
seemed to work for students, based on their,performance

and feedback, changes were still necessary to the course
content. A GPS/GIS, mapping unit was introduced to align
course content more to, curriculum goals. A lego/logo unit
was also added for the same reason.

The fourth evaluation was completed at end of the

first trimester of the following year 2000-2001. Students
were assessed at three stages of the course. At the first

stage, students were immediately evaluated after being
introduced to the class syllabus by the teacher. The
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teacher modeled the use of the syllabus using the

projector screen. Oral and visual instructions were

presented to the whole class during the first class,
session. Students were then evaluated using the previous

mentioned criteria and objectives. , At the second stage:,
students were assessed at the mid-term, six weeks into the

course .„ Over eighty-eight percent of the students did not
need to ask assistance in accessing course content.

The final evaluation took place during the last week

of the trimester. Ninety-three percent of the students in

all periods could access the proper week of the syllabus,
follow written directions and post a CGI form message,to

,

the teacher, while he was on assignment with Camp Internet
in. the Channel Islands. This occurred under the

supervision of a.substitute teacher who lacked the
computer literacy to support the. students.
Based on the criteria and objectives mentioned the

only changes were to add addition content. The Lego:unit
introduced in the previous trimester was expanded to
include Control Lab/Logo language to align with the

curriculum goal of technology interface with,the
environment, using computers to make, machines work for

people. This was at the request of the principal. This
fourth evaluation has lain the foundation for the final
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revised syllabus that will used in future classes of the
ComputerQuest course.

Chapter four will present some recommendations to

professionals that are interested in implementing a
project such as the one presented. Some closing remarks on
the role of web supported instruction and its relationship
to educational philosophy will be presented with some

suggestions as to,how to position.a project like this into
existing educational theory.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations

An attempt has been made to include recommendations
as they came up in the body of this, work but a few , are so
important to the success of project, like this that they
have been included as a closing topic.
Several issues have surfaced as a result the

discussion in chapter three about developing criteria for

designing an instrument for evaluating a web site. First,
designing and testing the validity of the, instrument is
critical. Selecting the proper questions on it is

extremely important to isolate traits that explain why
teachers and students rank web sites differently. A design

and rationale must be developed to accomplish this goal.

Second, selecting a: random, representative sample of

subjects is central to this goal. This may best be

accomplished by sending the questionnaire out to several

large mail rings consisting of teachers and students;
criteria must be designed to identify representative
subjects.
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Third, URLs must be selected that cover a

representative sample of excellent to poor sites. Many
respondents suggested criterion for selecting web sites.
Future projects of this sort would benefit by keeping
two factors in mind. First, a good evaluative tool is

needed to rank web pages that reconcile the needs of
teachers with those of students. From this tool a rubric

could be made to design almost any web-based project.

Second, It is important to design an exemplary web site
(online syllabus) that would serve as a model to teachers
and students around the world.
The structure.of the content of the course this

online syllabus supported was comprehensive and demanding.
It was discovered that students spent the better part of

the first trimester learning the basic concepts and skills

required and used the next two to perfect and develop .
them. The learning curve was quite steep in the first'
trimester.

For this concept to, work, students need access to the
Internet and school-based workstations that are networked.

Since their work is web-based, it is important to have a
file server or some other place to save their work.
, The use of a web. editor such as FrontPage is

imperative to insure timely updates that are so important
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in the day-to-day working ,of the course. Student should
also be enlisted as "teaching assistants" to help maintain
the site. This helps with the work while giving students
owriership.

:

■

A laptop with the appropriate software is the ideal

way to maintain the site. This gives portability as well
as the convenience of always using the same files from the
hard drive of the laptop whenever uploading to the server.
As the online syllabus grows, the file management.and

synchronization become major concerns.
And finally, the issue of equity will come up. Not
all students have equal access to the Internet. Campus and
community resources must be identified and tapped to
direct students to connectivity. Libraries .on. and off.;

campus, community centers, and time before and after
school must be provided to students that cannot access the
Internet from their home. Many students, when helped to
think of alternatives Internet connections, found

neighbors and relatives that were accessible. Over.the
last three years, accessibility has become less of an

issue as more and more families get connected to the
Internet. ■
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Conclusion

:

In respect to web-based instruction, education is
involved in a debate that is old: What is more important,

form or function? We are dealing with a debate over
substance and style.

It is imperative that educators not blindly accept
technology as an educational panacea. We must be careful
that we do not solely judge students on their
presentations.
Content is paramount to what we expect of our
students. The mastery of subject matter, by our students,

is why we are in business. We must be careful not to
narrow the materials we present our students, in an

attempt to embrace and use these multimedia materials. The
lack of available multimedia material should not narrow

what we, as teachers, present to or expect from our
students. It is from such challenges that we construct
instructional materials such as this project..

In the final analysis, it is a matter of finding
balance. The use of computers, especially multimedia and

web based instruction, has many powerful benefits but also
pitfalls. It is our responsibility as educators, to be
informed about this issue. If we use this powerful tool's

potential to unlock the learning styles of our students.
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tempered with our knowledge of its shortcomings; we can
make prudent decisions as to its use and integration into
our existing curriculum. Any method or technology is only
helpful if integrated into an existing, curriculum of
quality.

,

It is hoped that by using technology to teach

technology

standards based content will be made visible

in a hands-on., graphical. format to students. Further, it
is hoped that this syllabus will serve as the central
focus in demonstrating how learning can occur outside the
walls of the campus empowering students to take charge of
their own learning.
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APPENDIX
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Agenda Weeks One and Two

Drflfptc SvCli^^c/s
CC.??,f o-f

- Xf?px

"ITTO

Week One

i

Week Two

Agenda for weeks One and Two.
■

Readthe ward,readthe warM!

"Lectura de lapalabra,.,.. Lectura del mumda," Pauio Freire(1970)
Weeiks one aw<l two are tovmlkdow.Be mrtto rea<l ewi^iiiig jundiicle^ wMler tiie headings* Make sure you write all

assigmnents and their due datesinto your student handbook so yon will notforget.These arefonnd nnder the"To Bo"
heading.Ute"To Visit and Bead"hea<lhig isiriiere you w?iilfind many ofthe ansn^ers to the weh quests aad scas^enger iinnts.
Be sure to sisit these sites.

Iiitrocliiee class online syllabusIiitrocliiee course textbook. ^

^
^

^

^
^

Discuss seating arrangement& proceduresIntroduce student handbooks.

.

^

,

,

.

'

.



Do a web quest on online syllabus.
Do a web quest on class rules(8/10).

Do a ss"eb quest on the AIJF(1/17).

'

Discnss the course content: writing rubric and material to write about,form writing teanis,
discuss WTltlng standardsfor ELD
and
grades.•
Preview assignments.
' ^
Do the Mac Tutorial(1/7)- ' •

. '



Homework: Bring in article about technology and how 11 effects the way we live(8/3).
Write an essay about yonr experience wdtli technology(7/30). '

Applications and skills that will be Introduced.
MavtsBeacon

Apple\¥orks-Save AS

'

^

^

'



^
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^

File iiiaimgeiiieiit

~ '

Show past/student web pages

Week One
Class rales and Computer Basics.
• E«vi«w

coiiipiitd'hmUsi class proceaiires> mmmr oxiilxie sylialbxis.

• Do.Eie Mac Tutorlai .

.

/

.

>

'

^

~

•^ ScavaigcrHtmts;
1« Do Stad^tQaestioimaire

^

\

2.Do t!m ^caveiigBr Hunt on tM;? goarse(K/iOi

/

, '

C

'

,

3.Bo tlie ScaTongerHimt an tlm CMos.

4/ Submitprogg^ss reportforweek's^work miFddoT(8/10),
5r Homework duo Friday: Clip mi article end sbare it witk tko class on iocbnolo^'andits irrOuonco on socioty(8/3).

TO WIT ATO EE'AD:

^

^

^

•
is tbe Itifenmt? Read aboutTnlomet Safety!
• Loarn airdHomember tbese basic Iixtei-net Salot^^ Roles.

•.Wlrat isS a WebQuest?

,

^

^

.

• Exaiuplo WefeQuest; Camp Eitemot
• Assassmoat ofkeyboai^drng skiilst'Ma^ds Eeacop

• ¥i,%y know about using computers?

• !Frocodm'es: Tmnng on your Mac and opening a Browsor....Closmg e^orytliing before yonleave class,
ficmewcirfc Biin'g an article to class about technologj-.
fetra

ComputerOnesti vocabulmy word searck

vim $tmdmts at

fk-cm

y»t

. 

Week Two

Acceptable Use Policy(AUP)

10DO:

ScaxfexigerHmits: You%vill road the Acceptable Use Policy(AXJF)for tlus course andtkajisubmityour AITP agr^eement,
1.Do tlie AHP scavenger hunt(8/17). ^
2.Submit tke AUP.

.3.Subrnit progress renaitfor Week Two 011 Friday(810).
4.Finisb alltlwee scavenger bunts by Friday! You must bavb tliese assipmxents biusbed before you can begitr leaxrdngliow to make your own

iltiMni tite

mpj4>ftlie A'O'F sipretl l>jjmw parents..TMs Is jmw tMmtt# tlieIntemetl
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Eead tke Acceptable XJge FoEey(AIIB fortMs com'se,
♦ Wh^th til?* Bitemefc? B.fead ahont hnfmiPX g;afetyi
• Leaiii aiiA Hsoaiemfeer tkese basic MametSafety Halas.

Fmlslltd mtii yimr%mTM Lo^k mid stilly &%$,e sifesi ^
1.Hamewtirk llafoar
2v As JawciS

3. Wab Mayj^lcav for KhU

EMS'SI Csreillt! ComputerOaastI ¥ggabBlary\¥grd Searck

Home
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Agenda Weeks Three and Four

0p|fFf-te

'

, ■ Agenda for Weeks Three and Four
Electronic portfolio: "All About Me" becomes splash page. C'heck for graninjar and spelling
and content,...build vocabulary page "wall."

''

Practice exercises in MavisBeacon.

Learn elements ofClaris HomePage:Splash page,table linking all work including writing
rubric,inserting Imagesfrom saved Images on the Internet and from digital imaging. 

Learn AppleWorks: Make notes for web page(electronic protfolio).
Use the digital camera to make images for home page.

_

"

,

Weeks Three and Four

Truman Technology Camp
^Make joixr owti Spiasli|>age(liomt|>age)!
'^Make page's mth yom'ansnTOrs to the thi^e sca-reiiger hunts: Class S»taifdards, Cliips,AUPx
yotir work to tlie siet^vork
joiir w^ork to a Hojppy disk

• Frltksj;\¥atdiIntel tideo m\4.mmtmct circuits ait4 switclies.

^Tittorialt Wek ComtnictiottUsktg HTML & Claris Homi^»geTaking digital'imsiges sm^mseitiiig tlietiimto yoiirpag.c. , '

.

•

# Demottst3»s?tiort of Claris HomePage(Wek Page Editor): Creafeg a »e%'-page,selecting a'feackgromyi color,selecting a text
and
color,mserting mimago,creating awjbsite hj'perlhdc,creatktg an email hj^erliitk,and sa^ig yourpage to the hai^d drive and to alloppy disk.
^ Practice-waiting raw HTML.You^^allymte your first"Splash" pageiiirawHXhH
# FersouM HoitieP^ges Create a home page mtk Claris HomePaga%»nthinksto otherwafesitas asid pages yoti,have created. .

• Hte|>t$r|tose ofjmtT home

to

as a sltom^osefor yoirr work^ Mitrtsis m%4 aelMtlos. Ymw Immm|>0|e m®

Iiavo tlieToSomiig eleateat^:? 1.A iltlemtkjmm raite asMl graiekvek 2.Afktee of ymiemtmd below litetitle;3.A
statement of yoiir Interests mi4 aeltvltles at sehooL 4.A l&tk to a i^ago tliat sliotvcases yoiir mupmimits; 5.A Mmk to a

l^oge listltig and

mtful shej?5,A Mok to a|^age tkat skowes^es yoor floal assigoMot;All tke'^eimM

liieliKkdi 111 atable like tite onefomiil at tlie top oftMs page.
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be

• Make a si^fessli page.
page,FaTaiite Sites page aiid Buial Ik^aject page, Lliik all pages tagetfeer and wMe a ferkf
Mtradpedoii at tlm tap^af eadt pa|e« Ontavadte sites page,list atleasttmi sites
a ksaet'Jismptian^fm eaefe

eiiw/fiiik «di eiic^ to tlie ske

listed...,...' ,

^

^

,

■
Go-1'4> and Reads

# Resaiireess

HTIvSL Ta^s- Web Ma^lcey^ ^

Home
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APPENDIX

B

WEB EVALUATION
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•^ When you have completed this test select the'^Suhuiit" htitton helow.
• If Jim have suecessfuly smt your answers to tiSj-you
receive a message cougraiMlaliug you,

• If you haveforgotten to fill m some ofthe austvers or felaiiks, yow willreceive a message telMug youisMch ones to
complete! -

» Ifyou would like to do the test over

,

^

smdmg% select ^'clear*'aud try agahu

Submit I Reset I
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL
FOUNDATIONS

7,6

Educational

Implications

Proponents

At the individual

Friere

level instruction

Habermas

is organized
around problem
solving. A person

Giroux

Bes'b References

Pedagogy of the

Oppressed (1971) by
Paulo Freire

McLaren

Childs

should be

Dewey

Dare the School

educated

James

Build a New

according to
his/her needs and
interests.

Peirce

Kilpatrick

Social

Order? (1932) by
George S. Counts

Parker

Washburne

Brameld ' .
At the social

levelf

Counts

Stanley

instruction is

Critical Pedagogy,
the State and

Cultural Struggle
(1989) Ed. by Henry

organized around

A. Giroux

a

McLaren

critical

and Peter

analysis of what
are

The Child

the

and the

underlying

Curriculum (1902) by

motives of

John Dewey

schooling.
The
ultimate goal of

Mind in Society
(1978) by Lev
Vygotsky

education is to
reconstruct

society.

j
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Metaphysics

Epistemo1ogy

Axiology

At the individual

At the

At.the Individual

levels reality is

Individual

an interaction

level, knowing

level, values and
beauty are

between the

comes from

sltuatlonal or

learner and the

experience.

environment.

Is the

It

relative.

result

of solving

problems using
the scientific
method.

At the social

At the social level.

levels reality Is
socially.
economically and
politically

values and beauty

constructed

At the social

are constructed and

level, knowing

defined In terms of

comes from a

social.power.

critical

analysis of
class struggle
and social
strain.

At the Individual or

At the Individual

or social level,

At the

social level, values

reality Is not

Individual or

and beauty are

absolute.

social level.

constructed.

knowing Is a
result of

analysis and
problem
solving.
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